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Forthcoming
co-editions

ATLASES FOR
CHILDREN
books from a successful
series

BIRD’S EYE VIEW

Order confirmation: 11. 5. 2018
FOB: 12. 10. 2018

a new series
Order confirmation: 25. 5. 2018
FOB HK: 26. 10. 2018

Further details on page 37

Animal Atlas

Atlas of Europe

Atlas of the
Prehistoric World

Further details on page 6
City from a Sparrow’s
Eye View

Wild Animals from
a Swallow’s Eye View

a forthcoming co-edition

WONDERS OF THE
ANIMAL WORLD

Order confirmation: 27. 4. 2018
FOB HK: 28. 9. 2018

a new series
Order confirmation: 1. 6. 2018
FOB HK: 2. 11. 2018
Further details on page 34

A BUNCH OF
QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

Further details on page 40

Wanderers of the
Animal World

The Tricky Questions
of Smartie Joey

The Tricky Questions
of Prier Maya

A Year in the Woods

A Year in the Garden

In Burrows and
Dens

In the Tree
Hollows

Wild Animals in the
Winter World

HOW ANIMALS
CARE FOR THEIR
YOUNG

A YEAR IN NATURE
a forthcoming co-edition

a new book from
a successful series

Order confirmation: 4. 5. 2018
FOB: 5. 10. 2018

Order confirmation: 25. 5. 2018
FOB HK: 26. 10. 2018

Further details on page 43

Further details on page 32

ATLAS OF THE
HUMAN BODY

HOW ANIMALS
LIVE

a new book from
a successful series

a forthcoming co-edition

Order confirmation: 11. 5. 2018
FOB HK: 12. 10. 2018

Order confirmation: 27. 4. 2018
FOB: 28. 9. 2018
Further details on page 41

Further details on page 36
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age 2–5

NEW
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Bird’s Eye View
Discovery

suitable for

age 3–5

Invisible Animals
book parameters:
Size 210 × 210 mm, 7 spreads,

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by linh dao
written by pavla hanáčková

5 venetian sliders, hardbinding
book parameters:
Size 185 × 245 mm, 20 pages + map,

illustrated by kateřina hikadová
written by štěpánka sekaninová

hardbinding

bird’s eye view discovery

City from
a Sparrow’s Eye
View

Bird’s eye view discovery book series guides readers
who want to learn how to read maps. They will
discover plenty of interesting facts about what makes
city a city or which animals live on the hot plains of
Africa. Each title contains a large fold-out map with
beautiful illustrations. Cute and funny bird
companions will provide children with all sorts of
interesting information. It doesn’t matter how young
or old readers are, everybody will have loads of fun
with this series!

invisible animals

Who’s Hiding
in the Forest
and Snow?

Books from this series explain
children how animals camouflage
themselves in nature. In each
book five animals are hidden in
their natural habitat and children can
uncover them by pulling the sliding mechanism.
Moreover, they will learn more interesting facts about
the camouflage of each animal. On the last page,
children will have loads of fun while looking for
animals that are hidden in the picture!

sold: Spanish worldwide, Simplified
Chinese, Vietnamese, Italian, Lithuanian,
Polish

invisible animals

bird’s eye view discovery

Wild Animals from
a Swallow’s Eye
View

Who’s Hiding in
the Desert and
Water?
sold: Spanish worldwide, Simplified
Chinese, Vietnamese, Italian, Polish
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Peek-A-Boo
book parameters:
Size 190 × 190 mm, 9 spreads incl.

suitable for

age 2+

illustrated by edit hajdu (sliacka)
written by silvie sanža, markéta špačková

cover, board book

Learning Wheel
book parameters:
Size 170 × 170 mm, 6 spreads,

suitable for

age 2+

illustrated by julie cossette
written by pavla hanáčková

rotating mechanism,
hardbinding

peek-a-boo

Animal Colours
sold: Dutch, Finnish, Italian,

Do you know how polar bears are able to be almost
invisible in the snow despite being such giants? Why
do tigers have a striped coat? And what do hedgehog
babies look alike when they‘re born? Nature gave
animals homes and coats of various colours, shapes,
sizes and patterns, thereby enabling them to hide from
enemies or crawl through the jungle, snow or garden
undetected. And when their fur or their own home
cannot keep them warm, they move into square boxes
or houses with a lovely triangular shield. That’s a great
place to live, isn’t it? Try to find all of the animals and
shapes which are hidden in the books!.

In this series you’ll find funny, colourful books that
teach kids all the basics they need to know. Special
rotating mechanism on the left side of the spread
supports the visual learning and children will learn
everything they need about colours, shapes, numbers
and opposites. On the right side of each spread, they
will practice other things connected to each topic. Just
turn and learn!

learning wheel

Norwegian, Swedish, Slovene, Simplified

Colours

Chinese, Ukrainian, French for Europe,

sold: Italian, Complex Chinese,

Russian

Hungarian, French, Latvian, Greek

Cut out in the shape of
an animal house

learning wheel

Shapes

sold: Spanish & Basque, Italian,
Complex Chinese, Hungarian,
Latvian, Greek

peek-a-boo

Animal Patterns
sold: Dutch, Finnish, Italian,

peek-a-boo

Shapes

peek-a-boo

Animal Houses
and Shelters

learning wheel

Numbers

learning wheel

Norwegian, Swedish, Slovene, Simplified
Chinese, Ukrainian, French for Europe,

sold: Spanish & Basque, Italian,

sold: Italian, Complex Chinese,

Latvian, Russian

Complex Chinese, Latvian, Greek,

Hungarian, Lithuanian, French, Greek,

Opposites
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Beat Your Fear
book parameters:
Size 190 × 190 mm, 6 spreads

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by jakub cenkl
written by štěpánka sekaninová

book parameters:
Size 260 × 260 mm, case cover

+ 6 venetian sliders, hardbinding

beat your fear

Not As Scary As It
Looks …
sold: Ukrainian, Italian, Spanish for
Europe, Icelandic

Yes or No

suitable for

age 3–5
illustrated by jakub cenkl
written by štěpánka sekaninová, pavla hanáčková

with punch windows + 6 spreads

We all get scared sometimes. Some of us often and
a lot – at the doctor’s, on the river, when there’s
a storm … This is when fear takes the upper hand,
when it takes us over, when we look at the world
through fear’s eyes. With the book Not As Scary
As It Looks ... children can pause and take a good look
around for themselves. Is the doctor really a dark
magician? Are those things in Grandma’s pond truly
octopuses? By taking a closer look, young readers will
see how things really are. Even if their fear isn’t
banished straight away, they only have to open the
book a second time for success to be guaranteed.
Thanks to the beautiful illustrations, interactive sliding
mechanism and changing pictures, even real scaredycats will soon overcome their fear.
Six changing
pictures inside

+ 6 sliders

yes or no

Can you be considerate of other people? Are you
careful not to put yourself or anybody else in danger?
Really? Let’s have a look. Open the book, take a piece
of paper and try to answer a few simple quiz questions.
Then pull the handle and check your answers.
Moreover, you can play with funny illustrations, which
can be changed either into correct or incorrect
situations. It is an entertaining and funny book full of
pictures and tasks which will teach you how to behave
safer in many different situations. You can’t believe it,
can you? Try and you will see.

Can You Behave?
Etiquette for Little
Rascals

Five simple questions
on each page

Pull the handle

sold: Simplified Chinese, Spanish for
Europe, Russian,
Ukrainian

Check your
answers

Pull the
tab & stop
Unique sliding
mechanism

Changing pictures

other title:
beat your fear

I’m Not Afraid of the Dark
sold: English for Australia and NZ, English for UK,
English for USA, Simplified Chinese, Ukrainian, French,

yes or no

Latvian, Complex Chinese, Dutch, Russian, Estonian,

Are You Careful Enough?
A Guide for Little Hotheads

Icelandic, Italian, Romanian

sold: Simplified Chinese, Spanish for Europe, Estonian, Russian, Ukrainian

Greek, Spanish for Europe, Portuguese for Europe,
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Little Shoes
book parameters:
Size 92 × 178 mm, 9 spreads,

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by alexandra hetmerová
written by oldřich růžička

Explore Animal
Kingdom

suitable for

age 3–5

incl. cover, board book, shoelace
with a bead

This unique, accessible, playful, and shoe-shaped board
book will teach your children how to tie their
shoelaces. Each title contains a simple motivational
story and on the laced pages children will find a clear,
illustrated manual how their shoelaces should be tied.
Each title presents two ways how to do this so that
everybody can choose whichever one they prefer the
best. The lace which ties individual pages together can
be pulled out, just like a real shoelace from your shoes
– this allows children not only to learn how to lace
up their shoes, but also to develop their motor skills
while they’re pressing the string through holes.
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to tie the lace
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book parameters:
Size 230 × 230 mm, 16 pages,

illustrated by magdaléna takáčová
written by petra bartíková

board book

What would it be like to be a bee, an ant or a squirrel
living in the hollow of an old oak tree? Let’s explore
the animal kingdom, where you can be one of them for
a little while. Of course, it’s only pretend! These
leporello books are shaped like hives, trees or anthills
with numerous carved out chambers and corridors.

explore animal kingdom

The Anthill
sold: Simplified

Chinese, Portuguese for

h!

Brazil, German

What
a catastrophe!
SOS!

Look inside
the anthill

little shoes

Joey Learns to
Tie His Shoelaces
sold: Dutch, English for China, Spanish
and Catalan for Europe, Complex
Mic

Chinese, Russian, Portuguese for Brazil,

e!

That isn’t
Kate’s
shoelace.

Vietnamese, Slovene
!
t’s er
Le arp
sc

I’ll
yo bit
u!
e
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Ants only rarely
take a rest

Leave my ne!
alo
husband

Worker ants carry out
various tasks

illustrated by
martin šojdr

Illustrated stories
for boys and girls

little shoes

Kate Learns to
Tie Her Shoelaces
sold: Dutch, English for China, Greek,

explore animal kingdom

explore animal kingdom

Spanish and Catalan for Europe,

The Tree

Complex Chinese, Russian, Portuguese

sold: Simplified Chinese, Portuguese

sold: Simplified Chinese, Portuguese

The Beehive

for Brazil, Vietnamese

for Brazil, Estonian

for Brazil, Estonian, German
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On the Move
book parameters:
Size 160 × 165 mm, 16 pages,
+ transparent box, board book

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by pavla kleinová,
tomáš tůma, veronika kopečková
written by oldřich růžička

Shape Books
for Young Readers
book parameters:

This series combines the attractiveness of a threedimensional view from above of shaped cut-outs with
transparent books that allow us to see inside. The new
type of box shows the shape of the book even when
the box is closed. Realistic illustrations are combined
with vector illustrations and describe each topic to
young readers in playful and attractive form.

Size 190 × 190 mm,
20–24 pages, board book

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by tomáš tůma,
pavla kleinová, jan klimeš
written by oldřich růžička, tomáš tůma

A shaped surprise under each book cover – this is
a series young readers will love! These creative “shapedesigned” books deal with the most interesting topics
from science, nature, technology and history.

on the move

The Wonderful
World
of Motorcycles

shape books

The Undersea
World

sold: Simplified Chinese

sold: Dutch, Simplified Chinese,
Portuguese for Brazil, German

shape books

Pirates – The
Treasure of
Hopalong Jack
sold: Dutch, Simplified Chinese,
Portuguese for Brazil, Slovene
on the move

The Wonderful
World
of Locomotives

Board books in
shape of different
vehicles

shape books

Life in a Castle

sold: Simplified Chinese, English for

sold: Simplified Chinese, Portuguese

USA & Canada & Phillipines

for Brazil, Slovene, German

shape books

Animals
of the Jungle
sold: Simplified Chinese, Portuguese

on the move

The Wonderful
World
of Cars

on the move

for Brazil

on the move

The Wonderful
World
of Planes

The Wonderful
World
of Ships

The Mystery
of the Mummy

sold: Simplified Chinese, English for

sold: Simplified Chinese, English for

sold: Simplified Chinese

sold: Simplified Chinese, Portuguese

USA & Canada & Phillipines

USA & Canada & Phillipines

shape books

for Brazil
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Animal Homes
book parameters:
Size 180 × 220 mm, 7 spreads

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by irene gough
written by pavla hanáčková

Little May and the
Magic Umbrella

suitable for

age 3–5

with pop-ups, hardbinding
book parameters:

Come with us on a journey through the forest and
learn about the creatures that live here and their
homes. Everywhere you look, animal friends will be
peeping out at you. Who’s that living in the hollow of
a tree? Whose is that nest hidden among the leaves?
You’ll have lots of fun with these charming threedimensional pictures.

Size 235 × 210 mm, 9 spreads,
mechanisms and pop-ups,
hardbinding

animal homes

In the Forest
sold: Dutch, French for Europe,

sold: Simplified Chinese

Italian, German, Vietnamese

illustrated by linh dao
concept by rudolf lukeš
written by alžběta niebauerová

For her birthday, little May has received a magic
umbrella, which transports her into the land of her
favourite fairy tale, Little Red Riding Hood. There she
meets not only her favourite character, but also
Grandma, the woodcutter, and even the wolf. How
does the story end? Readers who join little May on her
journey will have lots of fun with the interactive
pop-ups that run through the book. These come
together with delightful illustrations and a charming
story in a unique work that would grace any bookshelf.
Interactive and
surprising pop-ups

Walk with us through the garden, where you’ll meet
those that live here and learn about their homes.
Everywhere you look, animal friends will be peeping
out at you. Who’s that hiding in a lump of soil? Who’s
that in the wooden hut? You’ll have lots of fun with
these charming three-dimensional pictures.

animal homes

In the Garden
sold: Dutch, French for Europe,
Italian, German, Vietnamese
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Golden Vintage
book parameters:

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by rudolf lukeš

The Little Animals
book parameters:

Size 165 × 185 mm, 4 spreads

Size 178 × 215 mm, 6 spreads,

with pop-ups, hardbinding

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by rudolf lukeš
written by pavla hanáčková, petra bartíková

original pop-ups, hardbinding

Take a journey with us and see animals from all
continents. Having first delighted children in many
countries in the 1960s, these pop-up books are no less
attractive to children today. The animal friends peeping
out at us from these six books live in the tropics, a land
of eternal ice, in water and on dry land. The spatial
illustrations are accompanied by short, playful captions.

A beautifully illustrated series of works by
internationally acclaimed author Rudolf Lukeš. Read
about a little polar bear, a fawn, a seahorse and the
animal friends of a mighty magician! These books for
very young readers contain many original pop-up
pictures that are great fun.

golden vintage

Elephant & Friends
Pop-ups of four
different animals

golden vintage

Cow & Friends

the little animals

The Little Horse
Original moving
illustrations

sold: Simplified Chinese, French

golden vintage

Dog & Friends
sold: English for UK, French, Russian,
Spanish for Europe, Simplified Chinese

the little animals

golden vintage

Tiger & Friends

golden vintage

Lion & Friends

Turtle & Friends

The Little Polar
Bear
sold: Simplified Chinese, French

golden vintage

sold: English for UK, French, Russian,

sold: English for UK, French, Russian,

sold: English for UK, French,

Spanish for Europe, Swedish, Simplified

Spanish for Europe, Simplified Chinese

Russian, Spanish for Europe,

Chinese

Swedish, Simplified Chinese

the little animals

the little animals

sold: Simplified Chinese, French

the Mighty Magician
and His Animal Friends

The Little Fawn

Magnus

sold: Simplified Chinese, French
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Tip & Top
book parameters:

suitable for

age 3–5
illustrated and written by vojtěch kubašta

Vojtěch Kubašta’s
Fairy Tales

suitable for

age 3–5

Size 256 × 256 mm, 6 spreads
with pop-ups, hardbinding

tip & top

Build a Car
sold: French for Europe, Simplified
Chinese

Every boy worth his salt needs a real adventure – and
Tip and Top treat these words as gospel. Otherwise
they’d be sitting at home, with no knowledge of what
it’s like to build a car or a plane with your own hands.
They’d never have flown to the Moon, sailed the seas or
helped out on a farm. You don’t believe us? Then go
and join them – you’ll soon realize we were telling the
truth! These thrilling tales with Vojtěch Kubašta’s
beautiful movable illustrations will take your dad
straight back to his childhood, and you’ll love them
too!

book parameters:
with pop-ups, hardbinding

vojtěch kubašta’s fairy tales

Puss in the Boots
sold: Dutch, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Polish

tip & top

On the Moon

vojtěch kubašta’s fairy tales

tip & top

On the Farm
sold: Simplified Chinese

tip & top

In an Aeroplane

Have you ever been to the real land of fairy tales?
Where Puss walks about in his boots and fights a
mighty sorcerer by his wits alone? Where the wolf lies
in wait for Little Red Riding Hood, and Hansel and
Gretel are caught by the witch and imprisoned in the
gingerbread cottage? Where else would you have a
chance to meet Cinderella, Sleeping
Beauty or even Snow White? Would
you like to know what happened to
the seven little goats? Did they
outsmart the wicked wolf or not?
The wonderful movable illustrations
by celebrated artist Vojtěch Kubašta
will entrap you too – in the land of
fairy tales. And whether you’re five
or one hundred years old, you’ll
never want to leave it.

Three Little Pigs

sold: French for Europe, Simplified
Chinese

illustrated by vojtěch kubašta

Size 254 × 193 mm, 6 spreads

tip & top

At the ZOO

sold: Bulgarian, Hungarian

sold: Simplified Chinese

vojtěch kubašta’s fairy tales

sold: French for Europe, Simplified

Little Red
Riding Hood

Chinese

sold: Polish, Hungarian, Bulgarian, Dutch,

vojtěch kubašta’s fairy tales

vojtěch kubašta’s fairy tales

sold: Hungarian, Bulgarian

sold: Bulgarian

Cinderella

Sleeping Beauty

German

tip & top

At Sea

vojtěch kubašta’s fairy tales

sold: French for Europe, Simplified

Hansel and Gretel

Chinese

vojtěch kubašta’s fairy tales

vojtěch kubašta’s fairy tales

sold: Polish, Hungarian, Bulgarian,

The Wolf & the
Seven Little Goats

Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs

Korean, German

sold: Bulgarian, Korean

sold: Bulgarian, Hungarian, Polish
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Fairy Tale
TV Carousel

suitable for

age 3–5

Children’s Theatre
book parameters:
Size 260 × 215 mm, 20 pages,

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by mária nerádová
written by klára kolčavová

1 box serves as a stage
book parameters:
Size 240 × 240 mm, 6 spreads

illustrated by veronika kopečková
concept by oldřich růžička

5 set pieces, 10 double-sided
puppets

incl. cover. box with
3D panorama + board book

A panoramic TV Carousel filled with fairy tales and
surprises. The classic fairy tale for the very young in
truly non-traditional form. Twice the same fairy tale, in
two different versions. Each set contains an eight-page
full-colour illustrated board book that tells the classical
story in simple wording. The most interesting is the
box with the peephole, where for each of the book’s
pages the child can find a three-dimensional
panorama. The child and parent can enjoy reading even
more – using a turning mechanism – from one of eight
delightfully illustrated 3D scenes to the text.

The Children’s Theatre series allows you not only to
read your favorite fairy tales, but also to play them.
The box contains puppets, sceneries, and a book of
three fairy tales and can be used as a theatre stage.
The stories are written in a style that captures the
attention of even the smallest children. Each tale
includes a shortened script. Just set up the pieces, get
the puppets ready and let the performance begin!
The beautiful and varied set pieces make the characters
come alive.

Double-sided
puppets

Box in the shape
of a theatre stage
with a curtain

fairy tale tv carousel

Snowhite and
Seven Dwarfs
sold: Complex Chinese, Dutch, French
Board book

excl. NA, Italian, Spanish & Catalan, Thai,

Changeable
set pieces
at the back

Simplified Chinese

fairy tale tv carousel

fairy tale tv carousel

Little Red
Riding Hood

Three
Little Pigs

sold: Dutch, French excl. NA, Italian,

sold: Italian, Thai, Simplified Chinese

sold: Complex Chinese

Hansel
and Gretel

Spanish & Catalan, Thai

fairy tale tv carousel

children’s theatre

children’s theatre

Princess Tales

Wolf Tales

sold: English for NA, French, Italian,

sold: English for NA, French, Italian,

Spanish for Europe, Simplified Chinese

Lithuanian, Spanish for Europe,
Simplified Chinese
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Tales of Nature
book parameters:
Size 190 × 190 mm, 7 spreads,

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by edit hajdu (sliacka)
written by helena haraštová

My First Books
of Nature

suitable for

age 3–5

5 large flip-flaps, hardbinding
book parameters:

Books from this series explain children how it works in
the nature. They will learn everything about the water
cycle and bird migration. Stories are accompanied by
main protagonists – raindrop Rosie and stork Samie.
Thanks to large flip-flaps and beautiful illustrations
children will discover what goes on in the nature.

Size 230 × 270 mm, 28 pages,
hardbinding

tales of nature

my first books of nature

sold: Estonian

sold: Simplified Chinese, Estonian

tales of nature

my first books of nature

sold: Estonian

sold: Simplified Chinese

Samie the Stork

Rosie the Raindrop

illustrated by katarína macurova
written by petra bartíková

Push, dig, boom, cuddle. Gerbils sleep pressed next to
one another in holes with passage ways, which they dig
themselves. Zoom! Gulp! Smack! Frogs use their long
tongues to grab insects,
worms and even small
rodents. You will learn this,
and much more, in your first
illustrated books about nature.

How Animals Sleep

How Animals Eat
25
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More books suitable
for age 2–5
funny kit for kids
Duck
sold: Spanish

bedtime reading
Touch the Sky

choose and learn
Seasons

how plants grow
Watch That Tree
Grow!

What’s that Light?

sold: French, Simplified

Shapes

Chinese

Dog
Watch That
Plant Grow!

bon voyage

sold: French, Simplified

On the River

Chinese

sold: Polish, Simplified

Animals

Chinese, Serbian

Mouse

On the Way

watch me grow up

sold: Polish, Simplified
Chinese, Serbian

Pirate
sold: Spanish

what shall i wear

From a Baby Boy
to a Grandpa
... in This
Weather?
sold: Russian

travel case
A Trip to the
Seaside
sold: Italian, Romanian,

From a Baby Girl
to a Grandma

French

... for This
Occasion?
sold: Russian

A Trip to the
Countryside
sold: Italian, Romanian,
French
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get to know

build& play
Town

little driver
Princesses’ Palace

sold: English

Cars
sold: French

Zoo
sold: English

other titles:

Knights’ Castle

Building
Machines

Cricket and the
Ants

Hide-and-Seek
at the Zoo

sold: French

Amusement Park

Airplanes
Town

Look Inside:
Fruit and
Vegetables

sold: Greek, Italian, Russian,

sold: Finnish, Slovene,

Simplified Chinese

Estonian

Farm

a pictorial
mini-encyclopedia
Zoo
sold: Finnish, Greek, Italian,

Everyday Life at
School

Russian, Simplified Chinese

sold: Russian

Meet My Friends

let´s play
Rescue Services

What Will I Be?
sold: Russian,
Simplified Chinese

Different Vehicles
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age 6–8

31

32

Amazing Nature

suitable for

age 6–8

As we travel from scorching deserts to green
rainforests to regions permanently under ice and snow,
we find the most amazing plants and animals. Come
with us on a journey and learn about the most
fascinating organisms that our planet has to offer. The
world around us is wonderful – so let’s go and explore
it together!

illustrated by linh dao
written by pavla hanáčková

book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 36 pages
hardbinding

When humans have a baby, they devote all their love,
care, and attention to them. The mum, dad,
grandparents, and siblings all pitch in. But how does it
work in the animal world? Are animals also diligent
parents? Surprisingly, parenthood in the animal
kingdom is very diverse. You can find parents who
share their child-rearing duties equally and instill
everything in their tots they’ll need in life. In other
families, the mum is in charge of the upbringing, and
handles it with great skill. But you can also encounter
parents who don’t look after their young at all, and
either leave them to others, or at the mercy of nature.
Let’s journey through the wilderness together and
meet various animal families and
their different approaches to
child-rearing. As you’ll see, the
nature always comes with some
very smart solutions.

NEW

amazing nature

How Animals Care
for Their Young:
Parenting Styles in
the Animal World

PoisoN dart frog
s

TH E E XC E PTIO N
THAT PROVES TH
E RULE

These multi- colour ed
frogs differ from the
norm al
ones in other ways
than just their beaut
iful
colour ation. Most frogs
lay eggs, leave them
imme diatel y, and no
longe r think about them
. Not
poison dart frogs , thoug
h! They look after their
eggs diligently and loving
ly. What
a rarity amon g amph
ibians !

Parents visit the tots
in their tiny rooms
each day. The mum
brings them food
because the tadpole
s would be hardpressed to find food
for themselves this
high up. This means
that the parents have
to constantly travel
up and down, again
and again. But what
wouldn’t a loving
mum do for her offspri
ng?

Moving

Happy

frog couple

The males of the poison
dart frog “flirt” with
their
sweethearts, using their
beautiful singing voice.
The sound
carries throughout the
tropical rainforest and
cannot
be missed. The female
that likes the song sets
out in the
direction from where
it’s coming from – a
new couple is
formed! The pair celebra
tes their love with a
dance after
which the female lays
eggs in wet leaves. The
dad isn’t idle
either – he brings water
to the eggs so that they
stay wet, or
simply pees on them.
And he watches over
them closely…
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's ro om

I’m growing and
getting stronger

LOOK AT
OUR BABIES!

Welcome to the
world

BREAKFA ST!

Ta d p o l e

I'M SO EXCITED!

As soon as tadpoles
hatch from the eggs,
the frog
parents are up to their
ears in work. As you
know, sibling
often squabble. And
if that isn’t enough,
the frog ones are
capable of eating each
other! That’s why the
parents put
them on their back
and carry them to a
new home, one
after another. It’s quite
the climb – like if a
human parent
walked a flight of stairs
with their baby, all
the way up to
the roof of a skyscra
per.

Fr o g

A frog’s development
is strange indeed: a small
turns into a legless tadpole
egg
, but as it grows, it gradua
develops all limbs until
lly
it finally starts resemb
ling
a frog. What a wonder
ful transformation –
who would
have originally though
t that the mite would
really
like its parents in the
look
end? Tadpoles develop
over about
two months, but it takes
approximately a year
for them
to become as big as their
parents.

’s d eve lo ent
pm

amazing nature

sold: French for Europe, Simplified

sold: Complex Chinese, Polish, Russian,

sold: Complex Chinese, Polish,

Chinese, Ukrainian, English for Australia

Simplified Chinese, Swedish, Ukrainian,

Russian, Simplified Chinese, Ukrainian,

and New Zealand, English for UK and

Vietnamese, Korean for Korea, English

Vietnamese, Korean for Korea, French,

USA and Canada, Polish, Vietnamese,

for Australia and New Zealand, German

Slovene

How Animals
Adapt to Their
Surroundings

amazing nature

Myths and
Stereotypes about
Animals

Korean for Korea, German, Slovene,
Estonian, Russian, Complex Chinese

SHE’S MINE!!

Do you think it
will take after
me?

amazing nature

Unlikely
Friendships
in Nature

Dinner time!

Although poison dart
frogs are tiny, it’s not
a good idea to mess
them. They let us and
with
other animals know
this with their bright
colouration which means
one thing: don’t eat
me, I’m poisonous!
But small tadpoles are
neither poisonous nor
colourful. They don’t
need to be afraid, howeve
r: as they grow, they
become not only
tinged, but also as toxic
as their parents.
DO YOU THINK
IT WILL TAKE
AFTER ME?

COOL PLACE!

Adults
Within a year, the little
eggs turn into beautif
ul frogs.
The males careful ly
guard their territor
y – woe betide
the male frog that breach
es it because this causes
a great frog fight!
And of course, this
fight doesn’t
escape the attention
of family-coveting ladies.
Let the
courtship begin!
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Wonders of the
Animal World

suitable for

age 6–8+

illustrated by jana kloučková kudrnová
written by markéta špačková

book parameters:
Size 250 × 250 mm, widespreaded

A Great Train
of Adventure
book parameters:
Size 270 × 215 mm, 9 spreads with

500 × 500 mm, 28 pages + 3 maps,

gatefold, spot UV on cover,

hardbinding

hardbinding

The animal world is full of surprises… Certain known
ones which impress and fascinate every day, and those
still not yet discovered. Animals include certain record
holders which can travel at an incredible speed and
cover long kilometres in distance. The Arctic tern, for
example, a small bird with a red beak and legs which
flies all around the world each year! Reindeer, exotic
butterflies or long-legged storks also migrate in order
to escape from the winter. And then there are those
who bravely face out the winter. How? Why don’t you
come with us and take a look! The book contains
3 large-format fold-out maps where you will find out
about more than 80 animals!“

wonders of the animal world

Wanderers of the
Animal World

a great train of adventure

Across
7 Continents

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by jakub cenkl
written by štěpánka sekaninová

Imagine boarding a train and learning that there’s
a fare-dodger among your fellow passengers. It’s surely
much more fun to search for the troublemaker than to
sit there getting bored! This is precisely what Julie and
Wendel do. Journeys can seem endless, especially ones
that take you all around the world. Fancy having a real
traveller’s global adventure, and becoming something
of a detective at the same time? Then what are you
waiting for? Our special train is about to depart, so
hop aboard! Don’t forget to pack a sizeable snack and
a heavy dose of courage – and a valid ticket, of course!

sold: Simplified Chinese, Greek, Italian,
Russian

RUBY-THROATED HUMMINGBIRD

ARCTIC TERN

the nectar lover

the migration record holder

The Ruby-Throated Hummingbird is a small attractive bird which

What would you say to a trip around the world? Yes? And what

nests on the east coast of North America. It says goodbye for the

about a trip round the world every year? The tern is not particu-

winter and flies off to Florida or to Central America. A number of

larly startling at first glance, being a slender bird with narrow

hummingbirds live in the tropics and have enough nectar for the

wings and a red beak, but if you set off with it on a trip, you’ll

entire year, while others have to travel to find food in order to get

be surprised! The tern lives in the northern parts of Europe,

through the winter. Just imagine, they fly as far as 800 km! That

Asia and North America with its homes reaching as far as the

long a trip is no joke, which is why they have to fatten up before

Arctic. It heads for the opposite end of the world for the winter,

their departure. On their journey, they wisely take advantage of the

to areas between South Africa and the Antarctic. It doesn’t seek

wind direction in order to fly as easily as possible. As soon as the

out a direct path on its way to its winter home, and therefore

plants in North America begin to bloom, the hummingbirds return

EURASIAN DOTTEREL

flies up to 30,000–40,000 km. It flies across the entire planet

home once again, in order to to work hard and pollinate plants.

the bird chameleon

The Eurasian Dotterel is known as a kind of bird chameleon. It’s
brown with spots in the winter and looks completely different from
other relatives of its family. Then the courtship time arrives and our
plover dresses up in its best for the event: with feathers of a black
and white colour and with gold flakes shining on the ridge of its
back. The small plover migrates over a long distance every year.
It makes its home in Alaska and northern Canada and flies south
for the winter to South America: Bolivia, southern Brazil and central
Argentina. It doesn’t travel along the same path, but flies primarily
over the sea when it heads south, but flies over land when returning

800 km

The female is usually white.

each year! And it flies along this trail regularly each year.

BARN SWALLOW

30,000 – 40,000 km

the flying hunter

Do you know that the swallow ranks among the most wide-spre-

Baby terns are born with spotted feathers.

ad birds in the world? They are sociable and their shiny blue and
white feathers, with red spots on their throat, truly suit them.
Swallows from North America fly south for the winter to Florida,
the Antilles and to Central and South America. The European
ones fly, for a change, to the Mediterranean. Swallows migrate
in large flocks, with the adult and experienced birds at the front.
They fly without a break for 100–300 km and then rest at one place for up to several days. The trip takes up to several months.

back to its nest. The trip therefore measures 9,000–13,000 km. Whew!

2,500 – 20,000 km
9,000 – 13,000 km

They build their nests on
the ground.

They hunt and drink only
in flight.

Folding maps

a great train of adventure

wonders of the animal world

Wild Animals in
the Winter World

Animals
of the World

sold: Simplified Chinese, Greek,
Italian, Russian
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Atlases for Children
book parameters:
Size 230 × 260 mm, widespreaded
460 × 520 mm, 8 spreads with

suitable for

age 6–8

BESTSELLING

series

illustrated by tomáš tůma
written by oldřich růžička,
tomáš tůma

gatefold + 12 booklets,
hardbinding

NEW

atlases for children

Atlas of the Human
Body

In six large foldout maps, children of six and over get to
know the human body, including all its organs and
functions. Large graphic illustrations show the most
important parts of the human body, the circulatory
system, the nervous system, the muscles, the internal
organs and the skeleton. Each chapter is a supplemented
with a booklet insert, in which readers will find basic
information on illnesses affecting parts of the body and
their treatment, healthy diet and healthy lifestyle, and
how best to give first aid following accident or injury.
The encyclopaedia shows child readers how the human
body works, how best to care for it, and what needs to
be done when a health problem occurs.

atlases for children

World Atlas
sold: Polish, Russian, Complex
Chinese, Dutch, English for USA,
French, Greek, Italian, Portuguese for
Europe, Simplified Chinese, Bulgarian,
Mongolian, Latvian, Thai

Folding maps

atlases for children

Atlas of Europe
sold: Simplified Chinese, Greek,
Italian, Polish

atlases for children

atlases for children

sold: Complex Chinese, Simplified

sold: Complex Chinese, Simplified

Atlas of the
Prehistoric World

Chinese, Italian, French, Dutch, Greek,

Chinese, Italian, Dutch, Greek, English

sold: Complex Chinese, Simplified

Azerbaijani, Finnish, Spanish & Catalan,

for USA, Azerbaijani, Georgian, Latvian,

Chinese, Russian, Italian, Greek, English

English, German, Estonian, Bulgarian,

Thai

for USA, Bulgarian, Slovene

Space Atlas

Booklets

Any adventure-lover would jump at the chance to travel
through time, in space, or across the world in a single day.
And who wouldn’t want to learn the secrets of how the world
around us works? A nice idea, I hear you say, but quite
impossible. Think again, dear reader! This series of children’s
atlases is a dream come true for adventurers, travellers and
inquiring minds. They will criss-cross the world by sea, air
and land, so as to cover the whole thing. They will return to
the time when life on our planet began, touch the stars and
the Milky Way, and visit the animal kingdom. They will even
get a peek behind the scenes of how the weather works, and
learn how rocks and minerals are formed. The machine that
carries the inquisitive reader through time and space is
equipped with full-colour illustrations, plans, maps and
booklets and powered by masses of fascinating information.
We’re ready to leave, so climb aboard, there’s no time to lose …

Animal Atlas

atlases for children

Slovene
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How the
World Works

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated and written by tomáš tůma

book parameters:
Size 230 × 260 mm,

Books for Curious
Young Minds
book parameters:
Size 230 × 260 mm,

widespreaded 460 × 520 mm
+ 4 booklets, hardbinding

Folding maps
sold: Italian, Spanish, Simplified
Chinese

age 6–8

illustrated by alexandra hetmerová
written by oldřich růžička

widespread 460 × 520 mm,

This illustrated atlas presents a view of the world that
makes extraordinary connections. It explains how
certain things depend on others even though they occur
thousands of miles apart. In four main chapters,
large fold-out maps with detailed illustrations guide
you around all continents, reveal how natural
phenomena are interrelated and show you curiosities
and connections in the natural and human worlds.
All illustrations are clear and supplemented with
inserted booklets. You’ll learn a fair bit about the
past and the present.

6 spreads, gatefolds

suitable for

8 spreads with a gatefold,
booklets, hardbinding

books for curious young minds

Do You Know How
Things Are Made?
sold: Bulgarian, English for USA &
Canada & Philippines, Finnish, French
excl. NA, Hungarian, Italian, Polish,

In the building where you live, you use devices that are
powered by electricity. You sit at your PC, playing your
favourite computer game or browsing the internet.
Your parents’ car, bought with money earned in their
jobs, stands in the garage. These are things you
encounter every day, and probably you take them for
granted. But do you know where they came from?
Do you know how they were made and how many
people were involved in their production? This book
revealed this to you while doing its best to keep you
entertained throughout.
All the things this book is about
How to make a building
How to make a car
How electricity is produced
How the internet and its content are made
How to make a computer game
How the money you can buy all these things with is
produced

Russian, English for Europe excl. English
speaking countries, Simplified Chinese

Booklets
with legend

books for curious young minds

How Things
Are Made

sold: French excl. NA, Russian, Italian,
Finnish, English for USA & Canada &
Phillipines, Complex Chinese, Portuguese
for Europe, Korean, Simplified Chinese,
Polish, Spanish & Catalan

Folding maps
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A Bunch of
Questions and
Answers
book parameters:
Size 230 × 280 mm, 8 spreads

suitable for

age 6–8

How Animals Live

illustrated by inna chernyak
written by pavla hanáčková, tereza makovská

with pull tabs, flip-flaps, rotating
mechanisms, spot UV on cover,
hardbinding

Children are curious and they ask a lot of questions.
That’s something each parent knows. Why is the sky
blue? Why do we sneeze? And where does the wind
come from? Books from this series will give them
answers to these questions. And even more! On sixteen
pages, they can find 80 questions about various topics
– about nature, weather, human body, space, geography
and even about society, history or science. Not only
do these books educate them, children will also have
fun with various mechanisms that accompany both
titles. Pull tabs, flip-flaps and rotating mechanisms will
make learning fun.

book parameters:
Size 250 × 250 mm + model of
anthill/beehive (11 board panels
with flaps) + encyclopedia
(12 pages), hardbinding

illustrated by
tomáš tůma
written by
jitka petřeková

suitable for

age 6–8

Various creatures have found their homes here from
small and at first sight almost invisible ants, to
wood-destroying beetles and busy bees up to diverse
kinds of climbing trees and rodents and finally even
genuine giants, such as majestic wolves and bears. All
this in an attractive 3D package modelled as an animal
dwelling. The ‘How Animals Live’ series entertains and
fascinates. As readers play, laugh at the amusing
captions and study the many brilliant illustrations, they
don’t realize how much they are learning. The ‘How
Animals Live’ series doesn’t look like what it is, an
encyclopaedia; it looks like a real beehive, a real anthill,
real dens and burrows and of course real tree hollows.
This encyclopaedia takes eager readers right to the
heart of the matter. How could education possibly be
any more fun?

a bunch of questions and answers

The Tricky
Questions of
Smartie Joey

book parameters:
Size 250 × 250 mm, 6 board panels with flaps + encyclopedia (18 pages),

sold: Spanish worldwide
how animals live

Anthill

Slovene, Russian

illustrated by
ilona komárková
written by
markéta špačková

how animals live

how animals live

sold: Italian, Korean, Simplified
Chinese, Complex Chinese, Estonian,

a bunch of questions and answers

The Tricky
Questions of
Prier Maya
sold: Spanish worldwide

hardbinding

Beehive

illustrated by
ekaterina kolesnikova
written by
markéta špačková

how animals live

sold: Italian, Simplified Chinese,

In Burrows and
Dens

In the Tree
Hollows

Complex Chinese, Estonian, Slovene,

sold: Simplified Chinese

sold: Simplified Chinese

Russian
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A Nature
Lover’s Guide

suitable for

age 6–8

A Year in Nature
book parameters:
Size 250 × 250 mm, 20 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by aneta žabková
written by petra bartíková

4 booklets, 4 concertina folds,

illustrated by aneta žabková
written by petra bartíková, katarína belejová

book parameters:
Size 230 × 260 mm, 24 pages,

12 flaps, hardbinding

turning wheel, 5 booklets,
5 concertina folds, hardbinding

One looks like a walking branch, the second resembles
a fluffy ball. The third is happiest in water, the fourth
on a branch. The fifth likes the park, where it can run
around like mad. A stick insect, a guinea pig, a fish, an
iguana and a dog. Which animal would you like to care
for? We’ll help you make up your mind. In this book
with amusing illustrations you’ll discover which animal
is the right one for you, what it eats, where and how it
lives, what it needs to be happy, and what you have to
watch out for so that it doesn’t get hurt.
a nature lover’s guide

Choose a Pet …
and Learn to Care
for It

a year in nature

It’s great fun to be in the woods or the garden, as
there’s always something going on in the natural world
– in spring, summer, autumn and winter. So go outside
and watch the animals in all four seasons. Find out
what blooms and when, and how nature changes. The
books A Year in the Woods and A Year in the Garden
will teach you many things, including how to tell
a hare from a rabbit, what a worm does underground
and why a snake sticks out its tongue. The fun
illustrations by Czech artist Aneta Žabková include
many windows to open, and there are booklet inserts
with simple instructions on how to make your own
herbarium and bird feeder.

A Year in the
Woods
sold: Simplified Chinese, French for

Booklets

Have a great time with
funny illustrations!

Europe, Russian, Bulgarian, Italian,
Polish, Slovene,

sold: Simplified Chinese, Finnish,

Estonian

Greek, Portuguese for
Europe, Complex

Peek deep
underground!

Chinese

Craft and learn
in the nature!
Anim-o-meter

a nature lover’s guide

Choose a Plant …
and Learn to Care
for It

a year in nature

A Year in the
Garden
sold: Simplified Chinese, French for

sold: Simplified Chinese, Greek,

Europe, Russian, Bulgarian, Italian,

Portuguese for Europe, Complex Chinese

Lithuanian, Polish, Slovene
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Mission

suitable for

age 6–8
illustrated by jakub cenkl
written by štěpánka sekaninová

book parameters:
Size 260 × 260mm, 16 pages,
5 booklets, 20 flip-flaps,

Shape Books 7+
book parameters:
Size 190 × 190 mm,
31 pages, board book

Do you know how the human body (heart, lungs,
kidneys, muscles, etc.) works, why we sometimes get ill,
and what common illnesses are? Do you realize that
you can hurt yourself by being careless and failing to
pay attention, in the safety of the home as well as on
the sports field? Wise physician Yoon Ti will show you
the pitfalls that lie in wait for your body and teach you
how to care for your health. In the company of Yoon
Ti, you´ll plunge deep into the human body, there to
embark on a quest to heal sickness and repair injury.
And you´ll be no mere bystander - on this Mission
you´ll demonstrate how courageous, alert, resilient and
open-minded you are. There are seven full-page
illustrations, hazardous situations to be dealt with, plus
booklets filled with information.

hardbinding

mission

Heal the Body
sold: Simplified Chinese

Can you imagine what your planet looks like from on
high? A blue-and-white globe covered with polluted
living space, poisoned water, oil slicks on the seas,
plundered soil, burning primeval forest… The sight of
all this destruction is so awful to extra-terrestrial Gwi
Do that he has set out in his space ship with the
intention of saving Planet Earth. You and he will set
about healing the planet by putting right all the
mischief humans have caused on it. This exciting,
playful book of adventure guides you through the
realm of the environment. The fate of Eaerth is in your
hands - only you can determine whether the planet
will survive or perish. Seven full-page, full-colour
illustrations, plus booklets filled with information this is what your ´rescue mission´comprises.

illustrated by jakub cenkl
written by helena haraštová,
štěpánka sekaninová

mission

Save the Planet
sold: Simplified Chinese, Maltese

Booklets filled with
information

Air

illustrated by tomáš tůma,
pavla kleinová, jan klimeš
written by oldřich růžička, tomáš tůma

shape books

Medieval Castles

shape books

The Gladiators

shape books

The Mysteries
of Egypt

All rights
AGAIN
AVAILABLE!
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save the plane Lift the flap and
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age 6–8

This very successful series of books in the shape of the
most interesting and beautiful historical constructions
introduces history to children in a new, innovative way.
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suitable for

T
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Lift the flap
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shape books

Maya, Aztecs
and Incas
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The Big Books of …
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 24 pages
+ 10 gatefolds, hardbinding,
glow-in-the dark ink (A Big Book
of the Dark) or spot UV (A Big Book
of the Underground, A Big Book of
Snow and Ice) on cover

suitable for

age 6–8

People sleep at night. Underground there’s nothing but
pitch-black soil. No flowers grow under the snow.
Really? What if things are not as we readers believe
them to be? The Big Books series shows us what goes
on in places we can’t see. Night can be a busy time,
things are livelier underground than we might think,
and snow can keep things nice and warm. Features of
the Big Books series include full-page illustrations with
openable flaps, pages filled with interesting facts and
charming pictures. The Big Books allow young readers
to explore places and situations which their parents
would never allow them to visit alone.

Glow-in-the-Dark

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by zuzana kurucová
written by petra bartíková

book parameters:
Size 208 × 283 mm, 6 spreads
with glow-in-the-dark effects
on pages and cover

Open the book and discover the city at night. What’s
that glowing in the dark? What kind of light does it
give out? Do you know what was used for lighting in
the past? Look at all the streetlamps and huge
advertising boards in the city – their light is so clear
and strong that it illuminates the night sky. This
phenomenon of man-made light dispersed in the
atmosphere has a special name. Read this book and
find out what it is. And when you turn off the light?
This book glows in the dark!
Open the book in the dark
and guess where are the
lights coming from

glow-in-the-dark

City at Night
sold: Simplified Chinese, Ukrainian

the big books of …

the big books of …

A Big Book of the
Underground

A Big Book of
Snow and Ice

illustrated by jiří franta

illustrated by marta daeuble

illustrated by niké papadapulosová

written by helena haraštová

written by štěpánka sekaninová

written by štěpánka sekaninová

sold: Simplified Chinese, English for

sold: Simplified Chinese, Latvian,

sold: Simplified Chinese, Latvian, English for

UK and USA and Canada, Polish, Latvian,

English for Australia and New Zealand,

UK and USA and Canada, Complex Chinese,

Complex Chinese, Russian, Korean

English for UK and USA and Canada,

Russian

A Big Book of
the Dark

the big books of …

Complex Chinese, Russian, Korean
Full page
illustrations
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glow-in-the-dark

Nature at Night
sold: Simplified Chinese, Italian
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Night has fallen on the cit y. Boats
approach, their lights ref lected on
the dark surface of the water. T he
beam from the lighthouse tells their
captains: “Caution, land ahead.”
From the other side of the harbour,
a horn is heard – more passengers
are heading off on a steamboat
adventure at sea.
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Yesterday & Today
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 9 spreads

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by alexandra hetmerová
written by eva obůrková

including cover, 60 flaps,
hardbinding

yesterday & today

Town

I Want to Be …

age 6–8

The three I Want to Be ... books will take you into
a world of stars and artists, action heroes and
storytellers. Learn how to start your own band and put
on a concert, change your bedroom into a detective
agency, or become a publisher and write for the world’s
most beautiful magazine. All three books are filled
with instructions, advice and tips, plus inserts with all
kinds of materials you can pull out and use straight
away. Make your dream come true by becoming a star,
an action hero or a storyteller!

book parameters:
Size 260 × 260 mm, 24 pages,
plenty of pull-out materials,

A trip to the recent and distant past with a pair
of magic binoculars and Agnes the raccoon. Each title
in the new Yesterday and Today series comprises seven
themed chapters with full-page, full-colour
illustrations and around sixty openable flaps marked
with the ‘binoculars’ symbol. Child readers first see
a scene from the present; then, on gently opening the
flap, they discover interesting facts about the
forerunners of objects and activities we take for
granted today, such as cars, swimming pools, cameras
and hockey matches. But the fun doesn’t end there –
readers can search for Agnes, who is hiding somewhere
in each chapter.

suitable for

hardbinding

60 flip flaps comparing
past and today

sold: Dutch, Spanish, Simplified
Chinese, Russian, Complex
Chinese, Ukrainian

i want to be …

I Want to Be
a Star

I Want to Be
an Action Hero

i want to be …

i want to be …

sold: Simplified Chinese, French for

sold: Simplified Chinese, French for

sold: Simplified Chinese, Italian ,

Europe, Italian, Spanish & Catalan

Europe

Spanish & Catalan

illustrated by k. hikadová,

illustrated by m. šojdr, t. pernický

illustrated by k. hikadová,

sold: Dutch, Simplified Chinese,

m. lišková, t. pernický, o. dolejší

written by a. brázdová

t. pernický, o. dolejší, t. kučerovský

Russian, Complex Chinese, Ukrainian

written by p. bartíková, e. obůrková

yesterday & today

Home

I Want to Be
a Storyteller

written by p. bartíková, e. obůrková
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Remarkable
Works of Art
around the World

suitable for

age 6–8

HiStory
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 80 pages,
hardbinding

illustrated by jakub cenkl
written by štěpánka sekaninová

book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 64 pages,
hardbinding

Paintings, sculptures, remarkable buildings, architects,
artists, unique skills and enormous talents. That is the
essence of this book series. Those interested in
watercolours, crayons, paintings and drawings,
modelling clay, sculptures and
sculpture groups will be very pleased.
Atypical buildings, medieval
cathedrals, rampant baroque period
or slender antique columns – these
and many more are described in the
series. Lovers of manmade works of
art, whether beautiful, peculiar or
extraordinary, will be more
than satisfied.

remarkable works of art around
the world

The Stories
of Pictures &
Sculptures

The Young Ladi
of Avignon es

sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean,
French for Europe, English for Australia,

pablo picasso

Russian, Greek

!

1907

cubism

20

remarkable works of art around
the world

The Stories
of Interesting
Buildings

sold: Complex Chinese, English,
French, Korean, Polish, Bulgarian,
Simplified Chinese, Lithuanian, Russian,

Come with us to take a look at how clothing has
evolved over the centuries. Discover when our ancestors
invented the needle and the zip and, more important
still, what they achieved with them! Find out when
women began to wear make-up; learn that heels were
worn in ancient Egypt, and that skirts used to be
a normal part of a man’s wardrobe. We describe, too,
how work trousers called jeans became a hit. This guide
to the world of fashion introduces fashion-conscious
kids aged eight and over to the history of clothing, from
ancient times to the present day. In twenty-four lavishly
illustrated chapters, they get to peek into ladies’,
gentlemen’s and children’s wardrobes. In addition to the
most important fashion items that have appeared over
the centuries, readers will learn about major fashion
designers and trendsetting icons.

Slovene, Croatian

pablo picasso

cubes LArge
And smALL

The term ‘Cubis
m’ was the
invention of
acclai
critic Louis Vauxc med art
Cubes are called elles.
‘cubiques’
in French.

as the case may be,

the ladies of avign
on
are proud
representatives
of cubism.

hmm, so many cubes
in one place…

PAbLo PicAsso’s
bLue
Period

For a while before
he took up
Cubism, Picass
o painted rather
sorrow ful pictur
es
and bluey-green in dark blues
s.
depicted harleq Often, these
uins or begga
rs.

The ArTisT
is A creATor

Devotees and
adher
of Cubism didn’t ents
want
their pictures
to be
mere copies of
nature.
The artist was
a creator,
showing the
world
without regard
to reality.

illustrated by ondřej dolejší, kateřina hikadová,
tomáš pernický
written by jana sedláčková

how do i look in this
harlequin costume?

PAbLo PicAsso’s
rose
Period

Picasso’s Blue
Period gradu
ally gave
way to his Rose
Period, for which
the artist excha
nged his palett
sad blues for
e of
more
of pink and orang cheerful shades
e. The harlequin
theme remai
ned.

PAbLo PicAsso’s

hArLequins

Conjurers, acroba
performers came ts, clowns and circus
theme for Picass together in an important
o.
however, he liked More than any of them,
to portray the
a distinctive
figure from Italian harlequin –
comedy that
Renaissance
wore a chequ
ered costume
a half-mask.
and

21

HiStory

Slovene, French for Europe, English for

History of
Warriors

Australia, Russian

sold: Polish, Russian, Slovene

sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean,

illustrated by tomski&polanski,
jan vajda, štěpán lenk
written by jana sedláčková

Born Pablo Ruiz,
Picasso was more
just a painter:
than
he
sculptor, ceram was a graphic artist,
icist and stage
for the theatr
designer
e. In short, he
was a
phenomenal
artist
a child, his mothe ic talent. When he was
r called him a
miracle!

LAdies or
recTAngLes?

Cubism is a 20 th
century art
movement whose
adherents
tried in their
works to depict
the three dimen
sions of reality
in two dimen
sions. To achiev
e
this, they produ
ced their
images using
angles
shapes and points , geometric
. The Ladies
of Avignon is
said to be the
earliest examp
le of Cubism.

Fashion History

age 6–8

pablo picasso origina
llY intended to includ
holding a skull –
e men – a sailor
as Well as Women
and a student
in The LAdies of
Avignon.

What would an art-lo
ver make of this more
rical picture? What
does it show – dance or less geometrs, women savages,
women in some stran
ge fancy dress? Well,
of all, yet none of
my dears, a bit
them. You’re looking
at the five Young
ladies of avignon.

With their long
faces and
pointed chins,
huge, almondshaped eyes,
long,
noses, and cylind sharp
arms and legs, ers for necks,
these ladies are
no beauties. But
don’t they
remind you of
somet
Maybe they aren’t hing?
all; maybe they women at
are
geometric figure a set of
s or geometric
shapes mode
lling women.

HiStory

suitable for

Fighting and warriors have always been part of human
life, from prehistory to the present, be it in the form of
wars of all kinds or simple playground brawls. How
has war been waged at various stages of history, and
with what? What skills have warriors had to master,
and which qualities apart from courage, gallantry and
strength have been required of them? In the pages of
this book, which really is armed to the teeth, you’ll find
out all you need to know about the lives of professional
fighters, brawlers, soldiers, mercenaries and even
‘ordinary’ mammoth hunters.
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Technical Tales
book parameters:
Size 220 × 220 mm,60 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated and written
by martin sodomka

book parameters:
Size 230 × 260 mm, 32 pages,

hardbinding

technical tales

How to Build
a Railway
sold: Russian, Ukrainian, Simplified
Chinese, Vietnamese

The Story of

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by tomáš pernický, naďa moyzesová
written by oldřich růžička

hardbinding

Not all our favourite stories are about princesses,
dragons and lovestruck princes. What if the heroes
were a rat, a sparrow and a handy frog? And what if
those three didn’t set anyone free, get into any fights, or
claim a reward of half a kingdom with a young
princess thrown in? What if, quite simply, they built an
aeroplane, a car, a house, a motorcycle and a railway?
The amusing, highly popular story of the three friends
of the ‘Technical Tales’ series proves that stories for
children don’t have to wear a crown. With these books,
young readers will laugh, enjoy Martin Sodomka’s
delightful illustrations and learn all they need to know
about how certain things are built.

Board Books
book parameters:

Since time immemorial people have gazed at the skies
and dreamed of seeing the world from high, as birds
do. But for the daredevils who tried this very thing, we
would perhaps still envy birds today. In the centuries
that have passed since the first naïve experiments with
birds’ wings, people have progressed through gliders
and craft that remain airborne for a few minutes only
to ultramodern supersonic jet planes. It is a long story
– and one with a happy ending.

the story of

The Story of the
Aeroplane
sold: Simplified Chinese, Bulgarian,
Russian, Ukrainian

Size 105 × 100 mm, 12 pages

Arnie’s
Workshop

technical tales

How to Build
a House

Arnie’s
Construction
illustrated by tomáš pernický, kateřina makaloušová
written by oldřich růžička

sold: Danish, English, Russian, Turkish,
Ukrainian, Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese

the story of

The Story of the
Car

technical tales

technical tales

technical tales

sold: Danish, English, French, German,

sold: Danish, Dutch, English, Italian,

sold: Danish, English, French, German,

Simplified Chinese, Ukrainian, Bulgarian,

Korean, Russian, Spanish, Turkish,

Korean, Polish, Russian, Turkish, Ukraini-

Italian, Korean, Lithuanian, Polish, Russian,

Italian, French, Korean for Korea,

Ukrainian, Lithuanian, Simplified

an, Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese

Spanish, Turkish, Ukrainian, Romanian,

Lithuanian

How to Build
a Plane

Chinese, Vietnamese

How to Build
a Motorbike

How to Build
a Car

Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese

sold: Complex Chinese, Polish, Russian,

Read the story of the automobile, from the invention
of the wheel to the most modern racing machines.
Seven thousand years ago humankind invented the
potter’s wheel; this seemingly unrelated invention
marks the beginning of something that makes the
heart of every boy and many a girl beat a little faster.
The first carts, the steam engines that marked the
beginning of motoring, the earliest ancestor of the car
with the internal combustion engine, plus the modern
cars driven by James Bond and Batman – all this
awaits you in this lushly illustrated book with
unconventional, retro-style graphics.
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Children
around the World

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by mária nerádová, michaela
bergmannová
written by helena haraštová, pavla hanáčková

book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 36 or 32 pages,
hardbinding

How Children Live
around the World
sold: Russian, Slovene, Simplified
Chinese, Korean, French for Europe,
German

YAR A lives in the

Village by a river

Hu

We live by the riverban
k, and we travel
great distances in
canoes. It would
take us much longer
to make the same
journey through
the jungle, and it
would
be more dangerou
s.

Hammocks

7

6

In our huts we sleep
not on the
ground but in hammock
s. Mothers
rock their babies
in them, too.

y
tb

After work comes

hardbinding

sold: Serbian, Russian, Ukrainian,

Every day the women
go work
in the fields, cultivatin
g maize,
cassava, beans and
bananas.
We children gather
nuts, clams
and grubs, which
are considered
delicacies.

7

Shamans

We believe that every
being, plant and
stone has its own
spirit. But some
spirits are evil and
can cause us various
problems. These
spirits are appease
d by
shamans, who perform
rituals in order
to speak with them.

4

s
m mo c k

5

written by silvie sanža

2

3
3

What’s Your
Craft?

The basis
of our diet

9

Fish poison

Blowpipes

Our men are skilled
hunters. They
hunt with blowpipe
s, from which they
shoot arrows tipped
with a poison
called curare.

when i grow up, i’ll become

1

We fish using poison.
We throw poisoned
bait into the water
and wait for the
fish to
swallow it. When they
swim up to the surface
in a daze, we can
catch them easily.

children around the world

5

river
the

Ha

2

Imagine a world without people able to do skilled
work with their hands. How on earth would we
manage without their expertise? We’d lack so many
things that we use every day – things we can’t imagine
being without, such as shoes, clothes, books, rucksacks,
toys, tables, chairs and dishes. What if we had no one
to paint our homes, bake our bread, produce our honey
or make belts for our trousers? What a mess we’d be in!
Quite simply, practitioners of trades and crafts are
indispensable. When we need them, they help us – and
that’s the best thing of all. Only they know how to get
things done!

Lithuanian
fun

After work we still
have time for amuseme
nt. We
often go on visits
and hold celebrati
ons. We also
make things from
natural materials
, including
jewellery, weapons
, toys and clothing.

9

How Children
Celebrate Holidays
around the World

Size 215 × 280 mm, 72 pages,

Slovene, Simplified Chinese,

jungle

TAPEIKO PORÃ!
MY NAME’S YARA,
AND I’M AN INDIGEN
OF THE AMAZONIAN
OUS INHABITANT
RAINFOREST. TODAY
ABOUT 1 MILLION
LIVE IN AMAZONIA,
ABORIGINES
IN ABOUT 400 TRIBES.
KNOW ABOUT LARGE,
ALTHOUGH MOST
OF US NOW
MODERN CITIES, WE
THE PLACE WHERE
PREFER TO STAY
AT HOME, IN
OUR ANCESTORS
LIVED – THE PRIMEVA
PROVIDES FOR ALL
L FOREST. IT
OUR NEEDS, AND
WE DO OUR BEST
TO PROTECT IT.

1

age 6–8

illustrated by milan starý
written by petra bartíková, hana vašková

book parameters:

This beautifully illustrated series takes young readers to
different parts of the world, where children show them
their homes and how they celebrate holidays. Readers
will learn a lot about life in typical kinds of homes,
every-day activities, what people wear, and the culture
of the countries in which their new friends live. Why
are particular holidays celebrated, what traditions are
kept on those days, and what delicacies do people eat?
How does the celebration of Christmas differ from
country to country? Thanks to this series, child readers
will see the world and learn about a wide range of
cultures. Join us on our journey and see how varied the
world is!

children around the world

When I Grow Up,
I’ll Become

suitable for

8
6

4

THIS IS

yara

Climbing for hone
y

I love the taste of
wild honey. Brave
adults are able to
climb to bees’ nests
using ropes made
of leaves, which
they
knot loosely around
the tree.

12

8

10

Great knowledge
of fauna
and flora

From a young age
we get to know the
jungle like the back
our hand. Otherwis
of
e we’d be at risk
of eating a poisonou
plant or disturbin
s
g the sleep of a dangerou
s predator.

10

Monkey business

My father found
this little monkey
abandoned in
the jungle. Now it’s
my faithful friend.

13

sold: Russian, Slovene, Simplified

s with
what he work
we go to the
s are just right,
our

Chinese, French for Europe, German

r
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what he work
the
cut out pieces
fur. He sews
small knife to

a
lining,
r’s last
A cobbler uses parts of a shoe or its
to the cobble
shoelaces
or, for the upper er and attaches them
eyelets for
togeth
awl to punch the shoe orattaches
cut-out parts
he uses an
onto
with nails. Then either stitches the sole
a shoe, he taps
He
working on
in the shoe.
it won’t pinch
l glue. While
it using a specia a hammer, to make sure
with
it constantly
the wearer.

Cobbler

In
clothe
for a fitting.
So that our
aker’s salon
on a tailor’s
tailor’s or dressm s are then modelled akers
clothe
absence, our
tailors and dressm
their work
of thread, zips,
dummy. For
, scissors, spools ribbons.
and
need fabrics
ne, buttons
a sewing machi

Tailor
?
Skirt length
is in
To the knee
this year.

machine
The sewing
favourite
makes my
sound.

n,
Like a surgeo e
manag
I couldn’t
tools
without sharp
in my work.

Do you need
reheeling?
your shoes
it to me.
Then leave

tailor´s dummy
hammer

small knife

e
sewing machin

when i grow up, i’ll become

What’s Your Job?
sold: Complex Chinese, Hungarian,
children around the world

Christmas around
the World

out nice
Turned
it?
hasn’t
today,

It has. But we
can expect rain
again tomorrow.

Lithuanian, Polish, Russian, Serbian,
Simplified Chinese, Sorbian, Spanish,
Ukrainian, Bulgarian, Korean, English

sold: Russian, Slovene, Simplified Chinese,

for UK and USA, Italian, French, Dutch,

Korean, Greek, French for Europe

Greek, German, Slovene
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only? During
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only
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he allowed
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was permitted
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how a shoe
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Before dressm
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the pattern,
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are carefully
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and then
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Time Traveller

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by jan klimeš
written by oldřich růžička, silvie sanža

book parameters:
Size 235 × 260 mm, 40 pages,
hardbinding

Bernie & Ben
Size 215 × 280 mm, 32 pages,

This series guides readers through the past and enables
them to travel back and forth in time. All they have to
do is choose a passage and read about the epoch they
want to explore. Children can learn about the greatest
inventions of all times or about the fascinating
prehistoric era. Format of this series is entertaining
and well as informative and readers will have a lots of
fun while exploring these titles. Let’s travel through
time and peep into the history!

Like every boy, Bernie longs for adventure; and as he’s
a particularly brave one, he sets off in search of it at the
first opportunity. Under his own steam, with just Ben,
his rather faint-hearted dog, for company. Together
they travel through and map out the world’s most
interesting cities, sometimes even going back in time.
So readers shouldn’t be surprised when they join their
new friends on board Christopher Columbus’s ship,
looking at the distant shores of America. Nor should
they take fright at finding themselves under a burning
sun in Ancient Egypt, struggling with the weight of
a block of stone used in the building of the magnificent
pyramids of the future. The ‘Bernie and Ben’ titles are
no ordinary books – they are an experience in
themselves! As they are filled with fascinating
information, thrilling adventure and charming
illustrations, readers will soon find themselves hooked.

bernie & ben

Prehistory
sold: English, Simplified Chinese,

A Book
of Discoveries

Hungarian, Russian

sold: Polish, Russian, Slovene,

age 6–8

illustrated by z. kurucová, k. hikadová,
z. musilová, t. tůma, v. kopečková, z. selingerová
written by oldřich růžička, iva šišperová

book parameters:
harbinding

time traveller

suitable for

Portuguese excl. Brazil, Simplified
Chinese, Complex Chinese

The motto of ancien
t egypt was
"FOREVER, TILL
THE END OF
TIME". the ancien
t egyptians
believed in an afterlife
, so they took
with them into
eternity everyth
ing
they needed –
sometimes even
servants and pets.

... 40 00 BC
ANCIENT EGYPT
was a mighty empire
located in the
north of Africa,
around the delta
of the River Nile.
banks of the Nile
The
provided people
with their liveliho
and were a true
od
oasis in the middle
of a desert.

PYRAMIDS served
as the tombs of
kings, which
the Egyptians called
Pharaohs. The pharao
h was
the supreme ruler
of Egypt, and he
was considered
to be the son of
the sun god. As
with other world
rulers, symbols
of the pharaoh’s
royal might
included a crown
and a sceptre; plus,
he had
the power to reprim
and.

I'll just have
a little look
around ...

Great Pyram
id

230 m x 230 m.
That's thirtee
n
football pitche
s.
Ben, get down
from there!

Phew, what
a ride! Where
are we?

How about
we move to
a restaurant
instea

Come on, Ben,
let me show
you
how the pyram
ids
were built. We
need
to move back
in time
just a little.

d?

PYRAMIDS?
That's great,
Ben!
My machine
works! We're
in
Ancient Egypt.

base

: 23
0
heig m × 23
age: ht: 138 0 m
m
5000
year
s

Where's the
supermarket
here? I'm
starving.
Come on,
follow me. I
want to
show you someth
ing.
That Great Pyram
id is
138 metres high.
It's
as high as a
fiftystorey buildin
g.

time traveller

Inventions
sold: Estonian, Portuguese for
Portugal, French worldwide, English,

Come on,
come on ...
I'm hungry,
remember?

Simplified Chinese, Russian

4

in
and up to 5 tonnes
with
was 12 m long
Dinosaur that
s pointed spines
ended in dangerou
A peaceable
weight. Its tail
itself when fighting.
which it protected
termites.
fed only on small
dinosaur that

SAURUS

a very
Herbivore with
whose upper
interesting skull
thick. It used this
side was 25 cm
fighting its
‘head shell’ when
rivals for territory.

STEGOSAURUS

Mast

that
of large plates
had two rows
ure. In order
On its back it
its body temperat
itself in the
served to regulate
it had first to warm
to move quickly

r
Pi

sun.

Bird-like
dinosaur

X
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Things Not Seen
by the Naked Eye
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 32 pages

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by adela režná
written by pavla hanáčková

More books suitable
for age 6–8
i want to understand
ballet

+ 4 fold-outs, 24 flip-flaps,

scrapbooks

hardbinding

We are forever surrounded by things we take so much
for granted that we no longer see them. Yet there is
another world around us that remains hidden from our
view. Particles so small that we see them only when
they are magnified several times. Waves beyond our
perception, emitted by different instruments. The
gravity that keeps our feet firmly on the ground. Above
us a universe so vast that we just can’t imagine it. And
what if things exist that our other senses, too, are
unable to perceive … ?

The Nutcracker

Cookbook

sold: Simplified Chinese

Swan Lake

Herbarium

sold: Simplified Chinese

sold: Estonian, Bulgarian

sold: Simplified Chinese

Tell Me More about Food:
How It�s Grown, Where It�s
From, How It�s Prepared
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 48 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by michaela bergmannová
written by iveta pari

hardbinding

sold: Italian, Slovene, Bulgarian,

These days we are able to buy exotic fruit and other
food quite commonly, but often we don’t know
how and where it was grown. On a tree or a bush?
In the ground or underwater? The aim of this book is
to show children the amazing diversity of what nature
gives us. This book is here not only to inform but to
waken children’s curiosity about new tastes, so that
they have no fear of buying fruit they have never seen
or even heard of before. The book also contains simple
recipes for meals and drinks that children can try.
There are even instructions on how some foods
are grown.

diary of
mysteriologist
Mysteries of the
World

Mysterious
Creatures

time machine

Prehistory
sold: Simplified Chinese

Inventions: Vehicles
sold: Simplified Chinese

Simplified Chinese, Croatian
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Learning
Languages
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My First Illustrated
English Dictionary

suitable for

age 6–8

1000 Words

suitable for

age 9–12

illustrated by aleš čuma

book parameters:
Size 110 × 180 mm,136 pages,

These illustrated dictionaries will become good helpers
for learning and practicing languages. On the fun
images that illustrate the current life situations, you
will find the names of things that are encountered
daily. Focusing on travel, entertainment, household
items, school, sports, etc. each thematic unit is
completed by simple phrases from life.

hardbinding
book parameters:

illustrated by antonín šplíchal

Size 207 × 275 mm, 128 pages,
hardbinding

The picture dictionary is designed for children who are
just beginning to learn English. The combination of
a word with a picture helps to facilitate memorization
and therefore this dictionary is suitable for children
who cannot yet read. The words are listed
alphabetically, they are supplemented by thematic
pages and at the end of the book there is an index.

Typical phrases

1000 words

1000 English
Words

sold: German, Lithuanian, Simplified
Chinese

32

sold: Polish, Hungarian, Slovene,
Estonian, Bulgarian, Russian,
Romanian

Dictionaries
for Trips
book parameters:

suitable for

age 9–12

illustrated by aleš čuma

Size 110 × 180 mm, 144 pages,
paperback

A handy manual for all travellers! Funny pictures
illustrate the essential words and typical situations
on the road. The book
contains also important
phrases for travellers and
summarizes basic
information about the
destination for tourists.
10 languages available.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
• 1 000 Arabic Words
• 1 000 Croatian Words
• 1 000 Chinese Words
• 1 000 Dutch Words
• 1 000 English Words
• 1 000 Finnish Words
• 1 000 French Words
• 1 000 German Words
• 1 000 Hungarian Words
• 1 000 Italian Words
• 1 000 Norwegian Words
• 1 000 Japanese Words
• 1 000 Greek Words
• 1 000 Polish Words
• 1 000 Russian Words
• 1 000 Spanish Words
• 1 000 Swedish Words
• 1 000 Portuguese Words
• 1 000 Ukrainian Words
• 1 000 Vietnamese Words

FRÁZE • PHRASES

OBCHODY, SUPERMARKET,
ZELINÁŘSTVÍ
Kde je nejbližší obchod
(trafika, supermarket)?
Nemáme nic k jídlu, budeš muset jít do
obchodu.
Napíšu ti seznam.
Nezapomeň peněženku a nákupní tašku!
Kup chleba a mléko.
Máte čerstvé ovoce?
Kolik stojí kilo banánů?
Okurky se prodávají po kusech, brambory
po kilech.
Máslo už nemají, bylo totiž ve slevě.
To maso nevypadá čerstvě.
Můžu zaplatit kartou?
Je tady velká fronta!
Dokdy mají obchody otevřeno?
O víkendu mají otevřeno jenom velké
supermarkety.
Obchod na rohu má otevřeno nonstop.
Zboží na regálech je přeházené
a neuspořádané.
Obsluha byla pomalá a prodavačka se
mračila.
Běž se tam podívat, mají tam velký výběr
cereálního pečiva.
To nekupuj, je to příliš kalorické!
Zvažte mi prosím pomeranče na digitální
váze.
OBLEČENÍ
Zase už nemám nic na sebe!
Potřebuji si koupit nový kabát.
Ten kostým je velice elegantní.
Zelená barva ti sluší.

SHOPS, SUPERMARKET,
GREENGROCER’S
Where is the nearest shop
(newsagent’s, supermarket)?
There’s nothing to eat, you will have to do
some shopping.
I’ll write a shopping list for you.
Don’t forget your wallet and a shopping bag!
Buy some bread and milk.
Do you have fresh fruit?
How much is a kilo of bananas?
Cucumbers are sold by the piece, potatoes
by kilos.
They don’t
34have anymore butter, it was
on sale.
The meat doesn’t look fresh.
bartender
Can I paybarman,
by creditbarkeeper,
card?
[ba:mәn,
There’s a long
queueba:ki:p(ә),
here! ba:tendә(r)]
Till when are the shops open? barman
Only large supermarkets are open at
weekends.
The little shop on the corner is open
non-stop.
The goods on the racks are mixed up and
disorganised.
The shop assistant was slow and she was
frowning.
Take a look there, they have a great variety
of cereal pastries.
Don’t buy it, it’s too fattening.
Please, weigh the oranges on the digital
scales.
CLOTHES
I’ve got nothing to wear again!
I need to buy a new coat.
bar
The suit is very elegant.
[ba:(r)]
Green suits you.
bar

sklenka (na víno)

wine
[wain]
víno

corkscrew
[ko:kskru:]
vývrtka
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town hall
[taun ho:l]
radnice

ashtray
[æ∫trei]
railway station
popelník
[reilwei stei∫әn]
nádraží

waiter
[weitә(r)]
číšník

menu
[menju]
jídelní lístek

cocktail
[kokteil]
koktejl

17

school
[sku:l]
škola

church
[t∫ә:t∫]
kostel

hospital
[hospitl]
nemocnice
bank table-napkin, serviette
[bæηk] [teibl-næpkin, sә:vi’et]
banka ubrousek

candle
[kændl]
svíčka

shop, store
[∫op, sto:(r)]
obchod
KEJ229_angl.indd 34
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square
[skweә(r)]
náměstí

cinema, movie theatre
(AE)
[sinәmә, mu:vi θiәtә(r)]
kino

chemist(´s), drugstore (AE), pharmacy
[kemists, dragsto:(r), fa:mәsi]
lékárna

street light/lamp
[stri:t lait/læmp]
pouliční osvětlení/lampa
tree
[tri:]
strom

payphone, phone box
(BE), phone booth (AE)
[peifәun, fәun boks,
fәun bu:ð]
telefonní budka

BESTSELLING

series

slide
[slaid]
skluzavka

bench
[bent∫]
lavice
cafe
[kæfei]
kavárna

35

sweet course (BE), dessert (AE)
[swi:t ko:s, di’zә:t]
dezert

17.3.2010 11:12:16
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hotel
[hәu’tel]
hotel
post office
[pәust ofis]
pošta

33

Střih té sukně ti nesedí.
This skirt styling doesn’t fit you right.
Jana je vždy oblečená podle poslední módy. Jane always wears the latest fashion.
Tomáš má dobrý vkus, na chlapa!
Tom has a good taste for a man/given that
he is a man!
V módě jsou úzké kalhoty a široké sukně.
Narrow trousers and wide skirts are
fashionable.
Co si mám vzít na sebe na ten večírek?
What should I wear for the party?
V těch šatech vypadá strašně!
She looks terrible in that dress!
Kolik to stojí?
How much is it?
To je příliš drahé.
It’s too expensive.
Vezmu si to.
I’ll take it.
Miláčku, kup mi prosím ten kožich.
Darling, please, buy me that fur coat.
Dejte mi prosím větší velikost.
Do you have one in a larger size, please?
Máte ten svetr•i vIN
jinéTHE
barvě?RESTAURANTDo you have thisVsweater
in a different• IN THE RESTAURANT
V RESTAURACI
RESTAURACI
colour?
Kdy začne sezónní výprodej?
When will the seasonal sales start?
main course
tray
Není to na mě příliš usedlé?
Isn’t it too conservative for me?
[mein ko:s]
[trei]
Necítím se v tom dobře, ukažte mi prosím I don’t feel goodhlavní
in it, please
chod show me a
tác
jiný vzor.
different pattern please.
Potřebuji si ještě koupit doplňky v kontrast- I need to buy some accessories in a contraní barvě.
sting colour.
Ta sukně je perfektní, kde jsi ji koupila?
The skirt is great, where did you buy it?
V obchodech jsou velikánské slevy.
There are huge sales on in the shops.
Dávám přednost plandavému/volnému
I prefer to wear baggy clothes.
oblečení.
V tomhle se cítím nepohodlně, protože to I feel uncomfortable in this because it’s not
není můj styl.
my style.
Ztratil jsem další knoflík.
I’ve lost another button!
Tyto kalhoty jsou trochu dlouhé, tak si je
These pants are a bit long so I’ll get them
nechám založit.
hemmed.
Pokud upravím pas, padnou ty kalhoty lépe. If I alter the waist, these pants will fit better.
table
cloth,
cloth
Všechno mé oblečení se srazilo v pračce.
All of my clothes shrunk in the washing
[teibl kloθ, kloθ] machine.
ubrus
Potřebuji vyprat.
I need to do laundry.
Tato blůza je moc pomačkaná. Mělawine-glass
bych ji This blouse is too wrinkly. I should iron it.
vyžehlit.
[wain-gla:s]

bar chair
[ba:(r) t∫eә(r)]
barová židle

traffic sign, road sign
[træfik sain, rәud sain]
dopravní značka
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Fun illustrations
depicting everyday
situations
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park
[pa:k]
park

sand pit (BE), sand box (AE)
[sænd pit, sænd boks]
pískoviště
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